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An analysis of acoustic streaming in a two-dimensional waveguide having slowly varying height is 
presented. Special attention is paid to waveguides with cross sections that are small compared to the 
acoustic and/or wall wavelengths. It is shown that the dynamic behavior of the enclosed fluid can be 
parameterized by the values of three small parameters, e, l/S, and l/R, where e is the ratio of the 
typical duct height Ho to the wall wavelength Lo, 1/S is the ratio of the typical oscillatory particle 
displacement Uo/rO to the typical duct height Ho and 1/R is the ratio of the oscillatory boundary 
layer thickness 1• to the typical duct height Ho. An analytical solution describing the streaming flow 
in the duct is given in terms of a regular perturbation sequence in e. It is shown that the oscillatory 
pressure must satisfy the lossy Webster horn equation to O {e 2) if the no slip boundary condition is to 
be satisfied. Outside the boundary layer it is shown that the time averaged slip velocity is the sum of 
two terms. The first term is proportional to the product of the incident and reflected wave ampli- 
tudes. The second term is proportional to the difference between the incident and reflected acoustic 
intensity of the wave. For small values of l/S, l/R, and ethe streaming solution given is shown to be 
valid until eR/S 2 becomes of O(1). 

PACS numbers: 43.25.Nm 

INTRODUCTION 

Acoustic streaming caused by a harmonically excited 
standing wave in a uniform duct was first analyzed by Ray- 
leigh• in 1883. More recently, there has been increased inter- 
est in the role acoustic streaming developed in a purely oscil- 
latory flow field, plays in problems dealing with biophysical 
fluid transport. Haselton and Schuer 2 pointed out that 
acoustic streaming in a bronchial tube with a bifurcation, 
aids in gas exchange with the environment and is the major 
cause of inhaled aerosol motion. In blood flow, Caro, Fitz- 
gerald, and Schroter 3 discussed the influence the wall sheer 
stress has on the development .of atherosclerosis. However, 
these investigators based their conclusion on experiments 
made Under steady flow conditions. Actually, if the distensi- 
bility of the vessel is taken int6 account, the oscillatory flow 
and the acoustic streaming it generates may contribute to the 
wall sheer stress. However, in many problems involving bio- 
physical mass transport, the nonuniformity of the tube shape 
causes Rayleigh's solution to become inapplicable. 

There has also been some discussion by Wang 4 in 1968 
and Secomb 5 in 1978 on the maximum amplitude for which 
Rayleigh's solution is valid. Wang noted that Rayleigh's re- 
sult should be valid only up to R ?S 2 = O { 1), where R is the 
acoustic Reynolds number and S is the Strouhal number. 
Secomb on the other hand stated that Rayleigh's result is 
valid to R/S 2 = O{oo) if the acoustic wavelength is large 
compared with respect to the height of the tube. However, 
neither of these amplitude bounds is completely correct for 
the problem we will address here. In obtaining each of these 
amplitude bounds, both investigations omitted two impor- 
tant parameters, namely, the acoustic wavelength and the 
wall slope. 

In this paper, we will be concerned with the steady flow 
induced by the harmonic excitation of a fluid in a rigid two- 

dimensional waveguide {see Fig. 1). The effect of viscosity on 
the oscillatory flow is assumed to be confined to a thin layer 
at the walls. Therefore, the Reynolds number R, is assumed 
to have a value much larger than one. The thickness of the 
Stokes layer will be of order 1/x/-• ß We will develop the 
streaming solution for wall slope and the ratio of height of 
the duct to acoustic wavelength being of order e. A regular 
perturbation solution in e for the streaming in a waveguide 
with slowly varying height is presented. 

Schlichting, 6 Riley, 7 and Stuart 8 have shown that 
acoustic streaming around a cylinder is dependent on the 
finite magnitude of Uo/(rod ) where Uo/rO is the amplitude of 
the oscillatory fluid displacement and d is the cylinder diam- 
eter. For an acoustic wave in a waveguide with slowly vary- 
ing height the appropriate replacement for the diameter d is 
the wall's maximum radius of curvature rc which is propor- 
tional to œ o2/Ho . Thus e2/S represents the appropriate am- 
plitude parameter. For S fixed, acoustic streaming vanishes 
as e approaches zero. Hence, one expects acoustic streaming 
to appear in higher order terms in e. 

Lo '1 x 

He 

FIG. 1. Schematic of a waveguide having a slowly varying height. The 
height if the guide is given by the function Y = Hoh(X/Lo). 
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In Sec. I we will make a brief statement of the equations 
of motion in dimensional form. We will also discuss the is- 

sues involved in sound generated flow. It will be shown that 
acoustic streaming is driven by the gradient of the Reynolds 
stress, p V,. V•. Section II will be devoted to developing the 
nondimensional equations which govern fluid motion in a 
two-dimensional waveguide, in the long wavelength limit. 
Upon nondimensionalization we will show that in a wave- 
guide the fluid's behavior is parameterized by the numerical 
value of three dimensionless parameters $, R, and e where $ 
is the Strouhal number, R the oscillatory Reynold's number, 
'and e is the ratio of the duct height to wall wavelength. 

We will assume that both unsteady arid steady variables 
can be represented by truncated geometric sequences in e. 
These sequences are 

(u,v, t,,•,•, P)-E•(u,v, t,,•,•, P) , 
where 

E •v f x,-•-,-•;e = e"f ,, x, •- , -•. -I- O ( e •v + 
By substituting these sequences into the nondimensional 
equations given in Sec. II and equating like terms in e, we 
obtain a set of partial differential equations governing the 
values of the coefficients. In Sees. III-VI we will present the 
solution for the coefficients of the aforementioned asympto- 
tic sequence. 

In Sec. VII we will parameterize the region of validity of 
our perturbation solution. We will show that our solution 
under the restriction of large R and $ and small e is valid to 
R/5' 2 = O (l/e). Hence, the amplitude bounds obtained by 
Wang 4 and Secomb 5 represent the limiting value of the 
streaming Reynolds number as e tends to one and zero, re- 
spectively. 

I. STATEMENT OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

In this section we will state the equations of motion for a 
viscous fluid. Simplification of the exact equations will be 
made. The conditions under which the approximate equa- 
tions are valid will be denoted explicitly. 

The statemen.t of conservation of mass in Reynolds 
form is 

ap + • = o. (1) 
c•T 

The statement of momentum conservation for the viscous 
fluid is 

a(pv,.} a(p E. v•} a•,• 
a• = ax• ax,. (2) 

where Po is the compressive stress tensor defined as 

ø•Vi ø•V•' I 2 o•V•, 

where/• is the shear viscosity, and/•a is the bulk viscosity of 
the fluid. Under the assumption of isentropy the equation of 
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state is 

DSe 
DT 

where $e is the entropy of the fluid. 
Let us direct our attention to simplifying the mass con- 

servation equation. Both the density and particle velocity of 
the gas are comprised of steady and time varying compo- 
nents. We can express the density and particle velocity in the 
Xi direction as 

p=•+[p-P], 

vi = v, + [v,- rS], 
where the bracketed terms are time varying quantities and 
those headed with a bar are time averaged quantities. The 
momentum acting in Xi direction is 

pr• = pr• + (pV, - prS), 
where 

pVi =PF'i + (p--•)(V,.- Vi) (4) 
and 

(pV,. --pV,)=p(V,. -- Vi)+ (p--p)Vi + (p--P)(Vi -- Vi) 

- (p-p)(r5- rS). (5) 

As seen in F-xl. (4), the time averaged momentum_p F'i is the 
sum of the momentum of the streaming flow • I/i and the 

time averaged oscillatory momentum (p -- •)(V,. -- Vi). 
The time averaged oscillatory momentum is related to the 
sound field's time averaged acoustic intensity. Replacing 
(p --•) with ( P- P )/c 2, the time averaged oscillatory mo- 
mentum is 

(p -•)(E. - E.)= [( P- P)(E. - v,)]/c • = .•/½•, 
where Ii is the/th component of the time average acoustic 
intensity. We can also express the second-order part of the 
oscillatory momentum in Eq. (5) in terms of the instantan- 
eous acoustic intensity: 

[(P--•)(Yi--'Pi)] -- [ (p--p)jY,- F,)] ={I,- ],)/c 2 . 
The time averaged density• will be taken to be approximate- 
ly equal to the rest density Po. The steady and unsteady mo- 
mentum of the fluid can be rewritten as 

pV, =poE. + 
and 

(pV, - pV, ) =po(E. - E.) + (p -po)V,. + (I, -I,)/c • . 

Under the assumptions 

[Ip-po)V•]_•0 

or equivalently 

and 

[ •/c • + ( p - po)•,. ] _•o 
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the simplified statement of mass conservation is 

Ov• •_0 ap + po ß {7} 
8T 8Xj 

We see that in Eq. {6} we have the divergence of the sum of 
two terms being set equal to zero. The first term in the 
expression is proportional to the loss of acoustic power per 
unit volume. The divergence of the acoustic intensity for a 
plane acoustic wave is 

0 [ Ug(o/c)•(•, +•,)] . 
If the frequency of excitation is sufficiently low the loss of 
acoustic power per unit volume is small. For this reason the 
mass flux contributed by the divergence of the acoustic in- 
tensity will be neglected in our analysis. Hence, streaming 
generated by the loss of acoustic energy in the bulk will not 
be addressed in this paper. The second term then becomes 
T(P-Po•' V. We will assume that the divergence of 
( p - po)V is small when compared to the time rate of change 
of the density. Therefore, in using •. (7) we have bounded 
the amplitude range of investigation and have limited our- 
selves to problems in acoustic streaming where boundary 
losses play the major role. We can simplify the momentum 
equation in a more direct manner. Substituting the exact 
statement of mass conservation, Eq. (1), into the momentum 
equation (2)yields 

•V, +p (• •V, ) •P• (8) 
Under the assumption that 

po•lp-pol, (9) 

the momentum equation can be rewritten as 

po or + eo • o& • o• ' (•o) 
The approximate set of•quations which satisfy assump- 

tions made in Eqs. (6) and (9) written in vector form are 
1 8P 

+v.v=o, (•) 
po c2 8T 

po • + poV. vv + ve = •v•v + [(• • + •.)vv. v]. 
(•2) 

Using •. (11)we can rewrite the bracketed term in Eq. (12) 

p• •T 
The bracketed te• is responsible for acoustic streaming in 
the presence of bulk losses. Eckhart ø has shown •he ampli- 
tude of •he s•reaming velocRy due •o bulk losses is propor- 
tional •o (m/c}•(•p + p•)U•, where Uo is •he •ypica] ampli- 
tude oscillatory particle velocRy. The s•reaming velocity 
resulting from boundary losses• is propo•ional •o U•/m. 
Therefore for su•ciemly low frequencies we can assume 
•ha• 

• • + • . (•) 
po c• •T 

Applying conditions given in Eqs. (6), (9), and (13) •o Eqs. (1)- 

(3) we obtain a set of approximate equations: 
DV 

Po + VP = pV2V, 
DT 

1 OP 

po c2 c•T 
t-V.V=O, 

where 

(14) 

c2• •P ß 

•sO $e = const 
We will now decompose the single set of equations given in 
Eq. {14} into two sets. The first will govern the time average 
motion of the fluid and the second the unsteady motion. 
Taking the time average of Eq. {14} yields the equations 
which govern the time average motion of the fluid 

po( v. vv) + v7 =/• 
(15) 

V.V=O, 

where 

( v. vv)= [( v- •). v(v- 9)+ V. vV]. 
Subtracting the result given in Eq. (15) from Eq. (14) yields 
the equations governing the unsteady motion of the fluid: 

poa (v - v) 
+ po(V. VV -- V. VV) + V( P -- P) 

OT 

=,.v•(v - V), 
1 a(P-P) 

po c2 c•T 
+ v. (v - v)= o, 

where 

(16) 

(v. vv- v. vv) 

= [(v - V). v(v - V)- ( v - 9). v(v - 9) 

+ (v - v). vv + v.v(v - v)]. 

II. NONDIMENSIONALIZATION OF THE EQUATIONS OF 
MOTION 

In this section we will present a scheme for nondimen- 
sionalizing the equations of motion. The resultant nondi- 
mensional set of equations will govern the acoustic wave 
propagation and streaming in a duct with slowly varying 
height. 

Consider a two-dimensional waveguide having a height 
which varies slowly with X (see Fig. 1). The lower wall is 
located at Y = 0 and location 6f the upper wall is given by 
the function Y-- Hoh (X/Lo). Ho is the typical height of the 
duct and Lo represents the characteristic wall wavelength. 
The acoustic field in the waveguide is produced by two trav- 
eling pressure waves which vary harmonically with time at 
frequency to. One wave is launched at X = - Xo in the posi- 
tive X direction and the other is launched in the negative X 
direction at X = X•. The dynamic behavior of the fluid is 
characterized by the relationship among five length scales, 
namely: 

(1) the acoustic wavelength 2, 
{2) the wall wavelength Lo, 
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(3) the typical wall height Ho, 
(4) the oscillatory boundary layer thickness lv, 
(5) the oscillatory particle displacement Uo/w. 

We will assume that Lo/l = O (1) and Hoh (X/Lo) = 0 (Ho) 
for all X. For only the principal mode to propagate the condi- 
tion 

(WLo/C) (Ho/Lo)< 1 

or equivalently 

ek•l, 

where e = Ho/Lo is of the order of the slope of the upper wall 
and is a small parameter, and k --o•/cLo is the nondimen- 
sional wavenumber, must be satisfied. The slope of the upper 
wall is assumed to be 0 (e). Therefore, 

OH(X/to) = Ho Oh (X/to) = eh '(X/to)= O (e) . 
$X Lo 8(X /Lo) 

Both duct walls are assumed to be rigid. Therefore, at 
Y -- 0 and Y-- Hob (X/Lo) the normal and tangential oscilla- 
tory particle velocities equal zero. Given that the upper 
boundary varies slowly with X, a simple relationship 
between the vertical and horizontal oscillatory particle ve- 
locities can be given. For the normal velocity to be zero on 
the upper wall the resultant vector velocity must be parallel 
to the line tangent to Y-- Hob (X/Lo). Therefore, the typical 
amplitude of the Y component of the vector velocity Vo, 
must be related to the typical horizontal component Uo as 
Vo -- 0 [ Uo(Ho dh/dX)]. Given that the wall slope is O (e) we 
expect the typical vertical velocity Vo to be O (eUo). Hence 

go-•Uo, 

where Vo represents the typical oscillatory particle velocity 
in the vertical direction, Uo represents the typical oscillatory 
particle velocity in the horizontal direction, and e represents 
the typical wall slope. The previous statement relates the two 
oscillatory amplitudes, Uo and Vo to the wall slope. 

Let us now consider the relationship between the verti- 
cal and horizontal components of the steady velocity. The 
streaming velocity of the fluid was driven by the gradient of 
the time average Reynolds stress. The typical amplitude of 
the steady horizontal velocity is O [ eU•)/(Hoco)]. The typi- 
cal horizontal streaming velocity amplitude •o will be set 
equal to U•/(Ho(o). The streaming velocity of the fluid in the 
vertical direction is implicitly dependent on the transverse 
wave number, w/Clio = ke. We expect the typical vertical 
streaming velocity amplitude •o is O [ U•)e/(Hoco)]. 

The typical convection time Ho/Uo of the streaming 
velocity is large compared to the period of oscillation. 
Hence, we will express fluctuations in time using a long time 
scale. We will set the nondimensional time t equal to co T. 

Our nondimensionalization for the oscillatory variables 
is 

u= UIUo , 

v = VIVo = Vl(Uoe), 

• = •/(•po•oUo), 
t =o•T, 

k = w/cLo. 
For the steady variables, the nondimensionalization is 

• = u/[ u•,/((.o.n'o)], 
•= v/[ 
p = P/[wpoLoUo], 

and for the coordinates 

x =X/L o , 

Y = Y/Ho. 

Substituting our nondimensionalized variables into the 
set of approximate equations, given in Sec. I, yields for the 
unsteady momentum acting in x 

• + (e/S)(uu• + v% - uu• - v%) + (e/S 2) 

X [(•u)• + Vuy + •yv] + P• = (1/R)(uyy + •u•), 
(17) 

in y 

e2b + (•/S )(uv• + vvy -- uv• -- "vvy) + (•/S2) 
x [av• + V•u + (Vv)• ] +p• = (•/•)(% + •v•), 

(18) 

and the unsteady continuity equation is 

u• +%= --k•p, (19) 
where Sis the Strouhal number, wHJUo, R is the oscillato• 
Reynolds number, wHg/v = Hg/I • and e = HJLo. 

The nondimensional equation governing the steady 
momentum in x is 

(e/s)( uu• + vu• ) + (e/s •)(• + •% ) + p• 
= (lmS)(a• + •a•), (20) 

in y is . 

= (e•ms)(%• + •v•), (21) 
•d the steady continuity equation is 

• + % = 0. (22) 
The behavior of the fluid in the duct is characterized by the 
values of three nondimensional parameters, S, R, and e. 
Each of these parameters can be interpreted physically. e is 
the wall slope, S is the ratio of the characteristic height of the 
guide to the oscillatory displacement, and R is the ratio of 
the linear oscillatory internal force to the linear viscous force 
acting in the horizontal direction, or the square of the ratio of 
the typical height of the guide to the viscous length 1•. 

We wish to detemine the solution in the limiting case of 
l/S, l/R, and e going to zero. In the duct we will determine 
the solution in terns of an asymptotic sequence in e, holding 
1/S and 1/R small and fixed. Since the equations are regular 
in e we expect the solution to be regular in the limit as 1/S 
and 1/R tends to zero. 

III. THE ZEROTH COEFFICIENT 

The zeroth order equations of oscillatory motion are 

ito + Pox = 1/Ruoyy , (23) 
p% =0, (24) 
Uox -I- Vo• = -- k 2po , (25) 
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and 

•Ox = 1/(RS )•o•, (26) 
Poy = 0, (27) 
fio• + V-oy = 0, (28) 

for the steady motion of the fluid where 

Uo = re= •o =•o =0 

on y = 0 and y = h (x). 
The amplitude of the steady velocity •o is independent 

of the oscillatory motion of the fluid in the duct. In the ab- 
sence of discontinuities in the guide walls, there are no 
sources that drive the steady motion of the fluid at this order 
of approximation. Therefore, 

•o = •o = •Ox = 0. 

Since p% equals zero, the oscillatory pressure Po is only a 
function ofx and t. The complex amplitude of Uo is evaluated 
in terms of the pressurepo using Eq. (23). The vertical veloc- 
ity Vo is obtained by integrating the continuity equation with 
respect to y. This integration yields one arbitrary constant 
which is used to satisfy the boundary condition that Vo = 0 
on y = 0. In order to satisfy the boundary condition that Vo 
equal zero on the upper wall of the guide, we will show that 
the pressure is constrained to be a solution of the lossy Web- 
ster horn equation. 

Solving for Uo in Eq. (23) and applying the boundary 
condition that Uo equals zero aty = 0 andy = h (x) we obtain 
the result 

1 -e -•* • uo_ [ 1_ 1 __ 
'1 -- •'--•-g•'] e 

where 

A = (1 -- i)a, 

and 

--it} , 

a = (R/2) 1/2 ß 

Under the assumption that the Reynolds number is 
large the horizontal component of the oscillatory particle 
velocity can be approximated as 

Uo = Re[ --ip•(1 --e -'•h -- e-AIh-yl)e -" ] + O(e-"h) ß 
We can see by this expression that the error introduced in 
our approximation is exponentially small for large values of 
the Reynolds number. The zeroth order solutions for the 
steady pressure and velocity are 

•o= V-o = 0, (29) 
Po = a constant, (30) 
Uo = Re[ip/•(1 -- e -'4Y -- e -'4 (h - y))e -it ] "}- O (e -ah ) , (31) 

where 

,4 = a(1 -- i), 

a = (R/2) 1/2 -- [H2oo)/(2v)] 1/2 , 
Wo = P/; + k 2po, 
Po = po{x,k ), 

n = n(x). 

The expression for the vertical velocity given in Eq. (32) will 
satisfy the boundary condition that Vo = 0 ony = h (x) only if 
the pressure satisfies the equation 

(hip; )' -3 !- hk 21o 0 -- 2p[•'/A + 0 (e - ah ) = 0. (33) 
Therefore the pressure is constrained to be a solution of the 
lossy Webster horn equation. 

IV. THE FIRST-ORDER COEFFICIENT 

By equating the like terms in ß and using the result 
•o = 0 and Fo = 0, the first-order equations can be deter- 
mined. The equations that govern the oscillatory motion of 
the fluid are 

•l 1 '3t- ( 1/S)(uoUox + VoUo• -- UoUox -- VoUo• ) + P•x 
= (1/R)u•y, 

ip,• =0, (35) 
u,• + v,• = -- k •Pl, (36) 
and 

( 1/S )( UoUox + you% ) + P,x = (1/RS )•,•, (37) 
p,• =0, (38) 

and 

•1 x '•- •ly = 0 (39) 

govern the steady motion. 
As in the case of the zeroth-order pressures, • and ip• 

are independent ofy. Using the solutions for the oscillatory 
velocities, Uo and Vo, we can evaluate the driving term in Eq. 
(37). The streaming velocity •1 is determined by integrating 
the steady momentum equation twice with respect to y and 
applying the zero velocity condition on the boundaries. The 
resulting expression is functionally dependent on the ampli- 
tudes of•l, ipo, h, and their derivatives. The result for •1, 
neglecting exponentially small terms, is 

(__• R ) y2 [(3 2)] •1= P• q--• -A1 ( --bY) q-A1 •-- '2 ha 
--1 

--A2[ •2y --(2 "•-h•)]-•-A3•3•-'l-O(½-ah)' 
(40) 

where 

and 

Vo = Re{ [ iwo y + ip[;(e - '•y -- e - '• {h -- y) __ 1 )/A 
+ ip;h 'e-A(h-y)]e -it) q-- O(e--ah), (32) 

A 1 = Re( p'pg)/2, 

A 2 = Im( 

= I P6 [ 2/2 , 
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+ (2/h)y[e -'• sin(ay) - e 
vth ' 
• e - a•[cos(a•) -- cos(a•)] + y • 

ot = (R I2) •/2 , 
•=h -y, 
and 

= (x). 

- • sin(a.•) ] , 

4•y = e-"Y[2 sin(ay) + cos(ay) + e-"Y/2] + e-"Y[2 sin(a•) - cos(a•) + e-"•/2] + (2/ah){e-"Y[ -- cos(ay) + sin(ay)]} 
+ (2/ah){e-"a [ -- cos(a•)+ sin{a•)] } --(2/h )y[e -'•' cos{ay)- cos{a•)e -"•] , ' 

r)2y = e-'•'[sin{ay) + e-"Y/2] + e-"•[ -- sin(a•) + e-"•/2 ]+ {2/ah ){e-"•'[cos{ay)+ sin{ay)] + e-"Y[cos(a•)+ sin{a•)]} 

ah' h' 

e - •Y[cos(ay) - sin(ay)] - 2 -•- [ e - •y sin{ay) + e - ay sin{a•)] h ' 

The variable • must be determined by first solving for • and applying the boundary conditions to the result. The first 
bracketed expression in Eq. {40) 

where R • 1, initially appears to be O {R ) or O {RS ). However, we will see later that this term is actually of O { 1 ). In 43• we see terms which behave like 

h 'aye - 

where a•, 1. The maximum value of this term occurs wheny = 1/a. Therefore, the solution at this stage is uniformly valid iny. 
The mean vertical velocity fi• is determined by integrating Eq. {39) with respect to y and applying the zero velocity 

boundary conditions. When the boundary conditions are applied, a single inhomogeneous differential equation is obtained. 
This equation relates the static pressure• to terms involving Reynolds stress at the upper wall and must be satisfied if the fi• is 
to be equal to zero on the upper and lower walls of the guide. The vertical component of the streaming velocity is 

-1 R -' --{•1•[• 3 2')Y]x}- [A2[ •2 (2 

where 

ho•2 x - •3 •- (•4 - 1) q- O (e - •), 

-, ( ) ( ) RS R 9 21 --•1 36 3 21 --•13 18 , 2 p• +-•-•1•= --•1• /•'2 ah 3 2 h40• 2 -! h2 ah 3, h40• 

l [ e-,•,( _ sin(ay) _ 3 cos(ay ) e -'•y ) 1,[ ( - )] •b, = -•a 2 + -•a e- '• 3 sin{a.•) + cos{a.•) + e 2 

1 

3 [ e - '•y sin{a.•) - e - '•y sin{ay)] + '•a y{e - '•Y[ cos{ay)' + sin{ay)] + e - '•Y[ -- cos{a.•) + sin(a.•)] ]- + ha2 -- , 

1 [ ( )] 1 [ ( •2 = '•- e- • sin{ay) + cos{ay) + e- •y - 2 + •- e- • sin{a•) + cos{a•) 2 

1 [ _ 3e- •y cos{ay) + 3e - •y cos{a•)l + ( 1 ) y{e- •[cos{ay) + sin(ay)] + e - •Y[cos{a•) + sin(a•)]} + hot2 2ha3 , 
-h' h' 

•3 - •-• e - •y sin{ag) - h 2• { - 3e - •Y[ sin(ay) + cos{ay)] 
h t 

+ 3e-aY[sin{a•)+ cos(a•)] } + -•-y[e -'•y sin{ ay) + e 

(41) 

and 

•4 = {e - otY[COS(ay) + sin(ay)] -- e - •Y[ cos(a•) + sin(a•) ] }. 

- •Y sin(a.•)] , 

Outside the boundary layer the expressions given for the 
streaming flow greatly simplify. Taking the limit fi• and fi• as 
a--• oo while holding y fixed yields 

_ (•1 3 u•= - •-•-+A2 1+6 • 

3 6( y3 
3 6( y3 

Y)]}• + O (•-) 2h ' 

y2 + 
{43) 

In order to obtain a more physical picture of the streaming 
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phenomena, we will assume a simple form for the zero-order 
oscillatory pressure field. Say the zeroth-order pressure field 
can be represented as a sum of an incident and a reflected 
wave: 

po(x,k,t ) = Re[ po(x,k )e-it ] , 

Po(X,k,t}=.Re[• (e +ir + IRxle-•{r*-ø•}e -" ] , (44) 
where •4 is the pressure amplitude of the incoming wave, 

= IRle + is the reflection coefficient, and y = •x,k,a} 
is the phase function. If the losses at the walls are small, we 
can neglect their effect on the phase function y. Thus 

r= r(x,c ) 

is a real function when k is greater than ko, where ko repre- 
sents the cutoff wavenumber of the guide. 

Using Eq. (44}, the real and imaginary parts of p•"p•' 
can be tabulated: 

•, ,, "" 2 Re(Po Po)--H [•y':[Rf[sin(2y-- 
., ,, '• 2y,3{ 2} Im{Po Po} =A 1 -- IR/I . 

The real part ofp•"pg is made up of two terms. The first is 
linearly dependent on the magnitude of the reflection coeffi- 
cients R/and is modulated sinusoidally at twice y. The am- 
plitude of the second term is proportional to {1 - IRfl 2} and 
its spatial variation is dependent on the product of the first 
and second derivatives of the phase function. However, y" is 
. usually small in a smooth duct. The amplitude of the imagi- 
nary part Ofpo Po is proportional to{1 IR•l 2} and its spa- 
tial variation is dependent on 

The term {1 --IR/] 2} is proportional to the difference 
between the mean vector acoustic intensity of' the incoming 
wave and that of the reflected wave. If IRl is equal to 1, we 
would be left with 

-- [ u•A 23 y'2sin{2y--0} 1 +6 •5 Y +O 
and 

•,--A •{[•2sin{2r_0}l} +6 3h 2 2h' • 

+ O(•-) {46} 
in this case. If the slope of the upper wall, h ', was set equal to 
zero, •/would equal the nondimensional wavenumber, k. 
The resulting expression is identical to that obtained by Ray- 
leigh in 1883. Acoustic streaming motion in the duct will 
take the form of standing vortices (see Fig. 2). On the other 
hand if R/equals zero, the stream velocities are 

[ •,- [3r'r" +(y')3l 1+6 • Y +O 4 h 

{47) 
and 

[3r'r" + {y,)31 y + 6.3h 2 
y2 

+o(3 ). ,4a, 
If 3y'y" + {y')3 has no zeros, for allx, the streaming flow will 

0.q58 

0.915 

0.763 

0.610 

0.305 

0.153 

0.00% 

LEGEND: X/27r 
_ ~ 0.086. -oo.os76 .oes• ....... .0s76 •, /{ AZ3r '• } o.oooo ...... oe• o ø • ....... 0.086q 

FIG. 2. Streaming motion in a duct having unifom height h = 1 with 
R/= 1 and • = 2•. Constant values of •/(• e•fe)are plotted versus x/2• 
and y. 

bejetlike (see Fig. 3). There is a steady outflow directed along 
the centerline of the duct and an inflow at the duct boundar- 
ies. 

The aforementioned result seems to be in direct opposi- 
tion to that reported by Eckart ø who stated "when the sound 
beam fills the whole tube the flow stalls .... "Actually Eck- 
art's solution is not valid in the limit as the acoustic beam- 

width approaches the tube diameter. The breakdown in the 
solution is the result of Eckart's deletion of oscillatory vorti- 
city generated by the acoustic beam. Hence, as the beam is 
widened to within a Stokes boundary layer thickness of the 
wall, Eckart arrives at zero value for gradient of the time 

.8 

.6 

.4 

.2 

.0 

-1. -.8 -.6 -.4 -.2 .0 .2 .4 

FIG. 3. Streaming motion in a duct having uniform height h = 1 with 
R/= 0 and •' = k. fi•/lfi•m,• I is plotted versus y. 
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averaged Reynolds stress. Therefore there is no source to 
drive the streaming motion in the enclosed fluid. 

The unsteady pressure and velocities contain first and 
second harmonic components. Harmonic components are 
determined by solving the homogeneous equation and the 
second harmonic components are determined by an inhomo- 
geneous set of equations. Since the second harmonic compo- 
nents are 0 (1IS }, the result will not be presented here. Fol- 
lowing the solution process outlined in Sec. III the harmonic 
solutions are 

u, = Re [ -- ip?l(1 + e - Ay _ e - AY}e -it ] 
q- O(e -an ) q- O(e-at/S) , (49} 

v, = Re{[iw, y + [ip•,,le-•Y--e -•-- 1}/A ] 

+p•h 'e-A9}e -it ) q- O{e -ah ) q- O{e-t2t/S) , 

where 

= O{e-at/S} + O{e-Ah} , 

,4 ----a(1 --i). 

p, = Re[ p?)(x,k )e -it ] + O{e-at/S) + O(e-ah) , 
W 1 =p'l'{l) + k 
a ={R/2) •/2 , 

, 

and 

)=h-y. 

V. SECOND-ORDER COEFFICIENT 

Equating like terms in e a we can generate the equations 
that govern the values of the second order coefficients. The 
unsteady equations are 

•2 q- (1/S)[(UoU,)x q- yoU,,, q- V,Uo,, --( UoU,)x -- t/OUly 

-- V,U%, ] + (1/S2)[{•luo}x + •,u%, + •,h, Vo] +P2,, 
--(1/R )(u2. + Uccc). 

be + p2y = (1/R )re. . 
and 

(51) 

The steady equations of motion are 

(53) 

(l/S)[( UoU,),, + V,Uo, + 0oY.l•, ] +P2,, =(1/RS)•2yy. 
(54) 

=0, 
•2x q- U"'2y = O . {56) 
From our development in Sec. IV, we saw that u• and v• 
contained harmonic and second harmonic terms. The only 
source terms in Eqs. (54) and (55) that will remain after the 
time average is taken are the products of the harmonic com- 
ponents. Therefore, as far as second-order streaming veloc- 
ities are concerned, deleting the evaluation of the second 
harmonic terms in u• and v• in Sec. IV is justified. Replacing 
u• and v• with the harmonic components u? I and v? • in Eqs. 

(54) and (55)yield 

(I?S)[( UoU?) )x q- 1)?}Uoy q- [}oU?y ' ] q- p2 x 
= (1/RS)•2,, (57) 

•2x + •2• = 0. 
The solution for •2 and •2 takes the same form as •1 and •. 
After following the same solution process as in Sec. IV the 
streming velocities are 

- - - T + + + o {e- 

_ 1 

[( )] h' 3 - B3 (•4 -- 1) + O (e- •) - e3 2 ' 
where 

B, Re(p•" p•' }" + p•,l,I, - = Pc )/2 

B: = Im{p•" p?l- + 

B, = 

21) 
36 3 21) -B2 h4a2 q- h 2 ah 3 

(h') q-B 3 h4 a 18 , 
and •bl, •b2, •b3, •bn and their derivatives in y are given in Eqs. 
(37) and {38). 

For large Reynold numbers, the second-order stream- 
ing velocities outside the Stokes layer are 

3 6( y2 U2•'- ½1T q- '-•-)[1 q- g•. Y') h 

3 y3 •2'•' { (B, T q--'•-) [Y q- 5(' •-• 2 
and 

y2 + 

3 6(, y3 y2 

The result is functionally identical to that obtained in Sec. 
IV. However, the amplitudes differ. The values for pressure 
at this order depend on the impedance boundary conditions 
downstream; i.e., the terminal impedance. If the terminal 
impedance is independent of e the acoustic streaming at this 
order is zero. 

The approximate solutions for the harmonic compo- 
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nents of the second order particle velocities and pressure are 

u2 ---- Re [ -- iF'( 1 -- e - Ay __ e - .0} q_ «iw6 ( y2 _ h 2e - A•} 
q_ iC•e-'O]e -it q_ O(1/a)q_ O(1/S) , (60) 

( F" v2 = Re iw2 y q- F'h 'e - .o + i -•- (e - Ay __ e - .0 _ 1 } 
- i [ I•llwg + • •Wol171 + I•llh h'woe- •'•] 

q- i(Ch' - C'/A 19e-A•)e -it ] q_ O(1/a} q_ O(1/S} 
and 

P2 = F + Wo y2/2 q_ P[; y/A + 0 (l/a), 
where 

Wo = p•' + k :Po , 
w2 =F" + k2F, 
•=h -y , 

c = [ woh - h '[ {•woh ) -- •;' ] I/2, 
and 

{F'[h -{2/,4 )]}' + hk 2F 

= [(w; h •)/6]' + (h •k 2)Wo/6 

and 

1/s•[l•,Uol• + •,Uo• + •,•Oo] 
were neglected in evaluating u2, v2, and P2. Therefore, our 
error in the evaluation of u2, v2, andp2 is O (l/a} + 0 (1/S }. 

(61) 

+o{•/a)+o{•/s). 
Contributions to the oscillatory velocity and pressure result- 
ing from the convective acceleration terms 

1/S [(UoU•)• + VoU• + V•Uo• --( UoU•)x -- VoU• 
• OoUly • O]Uoy ] , 

1 

( 3 fi 3 • • y6 + DD ' 5h 4 - y5 y4 5h 3 • 2h 2 

(_3 - s • y •T+• •- 
y3 y2 

• h 

where 

D = -A,(I) 

f • = A 3 [ -- h ' e - • sin ay + {h 'y/h }{e - • sin ay + e - • sin ay} ] , 
f2 = f •{h '/h •e - • sin ay , 

VI. THIRD-ORDER COEFFICIENT 

Retaining only the e '3 terms in Eqs. (20)-(22) yields the 
third-order streaming equations. The steady equations are 

(l/S)( u,u,• q_ v,u,,) q_ (l/S)[(U2Uo•) q_ V2Uo• 

= (1/RS)(fi3, + fi,•) (63) 
(l/S)( UoVo• + VoVo•) +P3• = (1/RS)U,,, (64) 
•3• + •3• = 0. (65) 
Now let us concentrate our effo• on the streaming velocities 
driven by 

{•l•lx + •l•ly} ' 
It is this term that dete•ines the maximum amplitude for 
which our pe•urbation solution is valid. Deleting all time 
average terms from •s. {63}-{65} yield 

1 

S 3 ' 

P3y • (1/RS }•ly, , (67) 
•3• + •3• = 0. (68) 

The approximate streaming velocity in the horizontal direc- 
tion resulting from the term 1/S2{fi•fi• + •fi•} is 

n+ T. 

o)+ 

,3 ) n •y: 1-1yn 2 5 

and R ?S 2 __ Rs is the streaming Reynolds number. The streaming motion driven by the convective acceleration term 

l/S( u•u]• q_ v•u•,) 
is the same as the result obtained in Sec. IV. The solution for the steady motion can be obtained by simply replacingpo withp• 
in Eqs. (42) and (43). The deletion of the second harmonic component ofu •, v], andp• results in an error ofO (e3/S 2) in the total 
streaming solution. It can be shown that the solution for the streaming motion driven by the convective acceleration terms 

l/S( UoVo• + VoVo•) 
and 

1/S [ ( U2Uo)x + V2Uo• + VoU2, ] 
yield results similar to those obtained in Sec. V. We need only replacep• with Fin Eqs. {58) and {59). The error in the streaming 
motion using the aforementioned replacement is O {e3/S 2). The complete third-order coefficient for stream function outside 
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the boundary layer is 

- R (DD' -- 2D 2h ') y7 y6 
h415 h35 

--S• h310 -I- h25 

3 6(. y3 - [y+ 

R [ 3 y5 +'• ZDD' 10 h 2 
y4 

4h 2 10 + + h5 
y2 

y4 '-[-Y3(•5)-hy2(-•-O) ] 
+ 3)(• 3 h•2) +Y2 (2•) ] 

3 6(, y3 --(G•"•-+G2-•-)[ y+ 3h 2 y2 +o(3) (69) 

where 

D= --A,(3/2)--A2(1/2), 
E 1 = R,•t n*{ 1)n{1) -.•v•, v•,•,)/2, 
E 2 = Im(n*(1)n(1) v• v•)/2, 

G, = Re( p•'F" + F*'p6')/2 , 
and 

G2 = Im( po*'F " + F *'p[;)/2 . 

We can now determine the limiting amplitude for our per- 
turbation solution. If the terminal impedance is independent 
of e, the perturbation solution is valid until eR/S 2 becomes 
of O { 1). This means that our limiting amplitude is dependent 
on terminal boundary conditions and the acoustic wave- 
length. Therefore, in a waveguide the maximum velocity am- 
plitude for which the perturbation solution is valid is at least 
a multiplicative factor of 1/x/-• greater than that reported in 
the literature. 

VII. REGION OF VALIDITY OF THE PERTURBATION 
SOLUTION 

The region of validity of our analysis can be parame- 
trized by "critical values" of the oscillatory Reynolds num- 
ber R, Strouhal number $, and the wavelength parameter e. 
,In this section we will present a graphical representation of 
this region. We will show how the critical value of the 
streaming Reynolds number relates to all three of the afore- 
mentioned parameters. 

Recall that in solving for the streaming velocities, we 
assumed that R and $ had large fixed values. By holding 
these parameters fixed we were able to express the streaming 
motion terms of a regular perturbation sequence in e. For 
example the horizontal streaming velocity was expressed as 

E3• = e• 1 -[- •2• 2 -[- d• 3 -[- O (e4), 
where 

fi, = O(1), 

fi2 = O(1), 

•3 = o(g /S 2) -[- O(1)= O(Rs) + O(1), 
and R s is the streaming Reynolds number which is equal to 

The zeroth-order velocity go, is equal to zero. This situ- 
ation resulted from the assumption that the guide enclosed 
no sources of steady momenta other than those induced by 
the acoustic wave. 

[ In Sec. VI it was shown that part of third-order coeffi- 
cient fi3 was proportional to R/S 2 which is the streaming 
Reynolds number Rs. A nonuniformity in our asymptotic 
expansion .occurs when fi3 = O {eft2). Expressing this condi- 
tion of Rs yields ß 

Rs = O(1/e), (70) 

where 

Rs = R/S 2 = Uo2 /Ov . 

Hence, there is a relationship between R, & and e which 
bounds the present theory. When _R s becomes O{1/e), the 
steady and unsteady equations become coupled and nonlin- 
ear. For_R s less than O { l/e), the streaming solution present- 
ed is valid. 

At this point it is important to note that the bound on 
Rs given in Eq. {70) differs from the bounds given by Wang 4 
and Secomb. 5 

Wang assumed that his viscous incompressible solution 
for acoustic streaming was in the regime where Vo = O {U o), 
and o/c = 0 reflected in the same character as the compress- 
ible flow solution. Hence, he arrived at the conclusion that 
the critical value of the streaming Reynolds number occurs 
when _R s = O { 1). This process is equivalent to setting k = 0 
in our equations and letting e go to 1 in our analysis. 

Secomb analyzed the problem of acoustic streaming in 
a viscous incompressible fluid enclosed in a channel. He 
showed that in the long wavelength limit that his acoustic 
streaming solution was valid to R s = O ( oo ). However, in his 
development he implicitly assumed that Loo)/c = O {Ho/Lo), 
where Ho is the height of the channel and Lo is the character- 
istic wavelength. Therefore, in taking the incompressible 
limit, 1/c-,O, he in effect forced HolLo to go to zero at the 
same rate. From our analysis we can see what effect the cou- 
pling of these two parameters, Loo)/c which equals k, and 
HolLo, which equals e, has on the tabulation of the critical 
streaming Reynolds number. Letting k = 0 and taking the 
limit of Eq. {70) as e goes to zero yields 

Rs = lim O (l/e) = oo , 

which is Secomb's result. 

The region of validity of our result can best be depicted 
graphically. In Fig. 4 we have plotted the lines where the 
Strouhal number $, the streaming Reynolds number Rs, and 
e are O (1). These lines are plotted as a function of two nondi- 
mensional variables R/S and R. To the fight of the point 
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R/S 

•_/ RsC=O (1) 

ß , Rs=O(1%•, •,?' ) 

0(•) 

FIG. 4. The region of validity of the perturbation solution. 

where R = O (1) defines oscillatory Stokes flow while the re- 
gion to the left defines oscillatory Poiseuille flow. Above the 
line S = O (1), the convective terms cannot be treated as sec- 
ond-order quantities. The upper bound oscillatory ampli- 
tude is delineated by the line Rs = O (l/e). The constant Rse 
line is parallel to the R axis because e was assumed to be 
equal to the reciprocal of the acoustic wavelength times Ho. 
Above this line the unsteady and steady flow become nonlin- 
ear and coupled. The vertical line where e is O (1) denotes the 
critical frequency at which cross modes in the guide become 
important. The line Rs = O(1) delineates the boundary 
above which classically the steady convective term domi- 
nates the analysis. 

Our conclusion on the critical value of the streaming 
Reynolds number can be supported further by the results of 
a recent experimental investigation which was made by 
Chow et al. •ø into the onset of acoustically induced turbu- 
lence. 

Chow et al. performed experiments to determine the 
oscillatory amplitude at which turbulent bursting occurred 
near the wall of a uniform cylindrical tube. The rigid 1-in.- 
diam tube was excited harmonically with a plane traveling 
acoustic wave. Experiments were carried out in the frequen- 
cy range between 500 and 2200 Hz, and the amplitude varied 
from 150 to 168 dB re: 20/•Pa. In this range the typical 
oscillatory Reynolds number is about 105 and the Strouhal 
number is about 103 when based on tube diameter. They 
found that intermittent turbulent bursting in the oscillatory 

particle velocity, as measured by a hot film probe, occurred 
at a sound pressure level of 158 dB. They observed that this 
critical pressure amplitude remained constant with varia- 
tions in frequency. This sound pressure level corresponded 
to a peak horizontal particle velocity Uo, of 5.52 m/s. Let 

e =d/A , 

where d = 1 in., the diameter of the tube and A = the acous- 
tic wavelength. 

The amplitude parameter (R,e) •/•, can be computed as 

(eR, ) •/• = Uox/-•/(2•c) •/• = 4.7, 
where 

1.59X 10 -5 m2/s, 

345 m/s, 

1 in. = (2.54 cm)/(100 cm/m), 
and 

Uo = 5.52 m/s 

for the frequency range between 500 and 2200 Hz. There- 
fore, our observation that the value of eRs = O (1 } results in 
the coupling of steady and unsteady equations appears to be 
a valid one. 
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